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Multi-Use Management of the Medieval
Anglo-Norman Forest
by DOLORES WILSON
(University of Houston)
Modern public perceptions of man’s interaction with the environment are heavily rooted
in our post-industrial setting. The environment comes to the forefront each year,
especially for school children, via Earth Day celebrations. The first Earth Day in 1970
was organized as a ‘teach-in’ with both an educational and a protest flavour.1 In tone, it
was negative: a forum to express American concerns about degradation of the land,
rivers, lakes, and air.2 In this Earth Day setting, man is viewed as the destroyer, the
polluter of the environment. This has a serious impact on the perception of man’s
historical interaction with the environment: if man has done such a bad job of keeping our
environment healthy in spite of all of our modern scientific knowledge, how much more
damage must he have done in the past in his ignorance?
Yet a critical look at legal documents of the first three Anglo-Norman kings, who reigned
over England and Normandy from 1066 to 1135, reveals that medieval landholders in this
kingdom practised conscious forestry management to balance all of the demands on
woodland resources; and their practices were not that different from those implemented
in the modern forestry systems of the United Kingdom and United States. Despite the
commonly held view that medieval man consumed his resources without control, the
Middle Ages were in fact a time of balancing the multiple uses of the forest to obtain the
highest feasible short and long-term economic benefit.3
Previous historians of the English forest, including Charles Cox, Charles Young and H.
A. Cronne, view medieval forestry as medieval man’s attempt to conserve woodlands
strictly to provide hunting grounds for noble diversions.4 In ‘Conservation Policies in the
Royal Forests of Medieval England’, Charles Young specifically argues that the Norman
and Angevin forest laws slowed destruction of the forest, ‘even if this result was no more
than incidental to the love of hunting by various English kings’.5 Any conservation was
an unforeseen by-product of placing the human desire for sport slaughter above the
environment. Landscape and ecological historians echo this viewpoint to an extent.
George Peterken, a modern woodland historian and conservation specialist, recognizes
efforts to preserve medieval woodlands as sources of timber in England dating back to at
least the Assize of the Forest in 1184, but characterizes most forest management as
‘exploitive felling and a prayer that natural regeneration would follow’.6 Ian Simmons
notes that the multi-faceted nature of wooded forests made it ‘vital not to diminish the
productivity of woodlands’, yet he explains only that royal forests were a ‘resource-laden
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asset’ that could be sold or conferred on others.7 Oliver Rackham acknowledges that
landowners and commoners often possessed rights in the king’s forests, but goes on to
argue that these rights destabilized the forest landscape.8 Except for a few references to
Domesday Book, Rackham fails to include the Norman period when the forests were
newly established, concentrating instead on the mid and late thirteenth century, after
forestry practices had been radically altered because of changing politics. No previous
scholarship has delved into the multi-use nature of the forest in the Anglo-Norman
kingdom, both in England and the Norman Continental holdings. This article attempts to
address this gap.
Although royal hunting grounds existed in England prior to the conquest, William the
Conqueror imported the term ‘forest’ and its legal implications from the Continent.
‘Forest’ most often designated a legal entity consisting of extensive land, including both
woodland and pasture, within which the right of hunting was reserved for the king or his
designees and was subject to a special code of laws administered by local officials.9 The
medieval ‘forest’ did not imply continuous tree-cover, although many examples of
‘forests’ were well wooded.10 Designated ‘forests’ included wooded lands like the Forest
of Dean, but others such as Dartmoor and Exmoor were moorland, and still others like
Sherwood were heath.11 Yet many of the legal ‘forests’ were wooded and these operated
as multi-purpose areas, balancing wood collection, hunting and pasturage.
This multi-use nature is evident in two charters King Henry I granted to the abbot and
monks of Chertsey. In the first one, the King ordered: ‘… in all their woods they are to
have the power of taking timber for the use of their church, without anyone’s leave. They
may have their own dogs to take hares and foxes and wild cats on their own land, both
within and without the forest’.12 Later the King granted the right to take ‘from their own
wood all that is necessary for their own use, without leave of the royal foresters or
hindrance from them’.13 These two short passages tell us a few notable things. First, the
King acknowledged the historical right of the abbey to use woodland, even though that
woodland was within a designated royal forest. As in all medieval settlements, wood was
required for heating, cooking, and building. No settlement could last long without wood.
The King, as the ultimate church patron, knew as well as anyone that this grant was a
necessity. Second, King Henry employed foresters, specific officers responsible for the
control of timber collection in the area. Under critical analysis these medieval documents
can tell us significant details about resource distribution. The King may have controlled
the ultimate right to the forest resources, but he distributed specific rights freely. In fact,
the first three Anglo-Norman kings granted specific rights on forested land to no less than
eighteen religious houses – and these are only the documents that have survived for 950
years.
Modern foresters operate under similar pressures of multiple woodland uses. The United
Kingdom published its national forest programme in February 2003. The principal
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objective of the programme is ‘sustainable forestry’ which recognizes ‘the importance of
linking the economic, environmental and social values of forests’.14 A supplementary
Forestry Commission paper, ‘The Sustainable Management of Forests’, enumerates the
multiple purposes of forest that must be linked: timber and wood products, employment
in managing and harvesting forests, leisure and recreation, and the value of woodlands as
wildlife habitat.15 In the United States, Congress passed the Multiple-Use SustainedYield Act in 1960 ‘to authorize and direct that the national forests be managed under
principles of multiple use and to produce a sustained yield of products and services’.16
The Act listed the uses of the national forest as ‘outdoor recreation, range, timber,
watershed, and wildlife and fish purposes’.17 These competing benefits were to be
‘utilized in the combination that will best meet the needs of the American people …
[with] harmonious and coordinated management of the various resources, each with the
other, without impairment of the productivity of the land’.18 Since the law’s
promulgation, the United States Forest Service (USFS) has adopted and revised planning
rules in order to adhere to the Act’s requirements, always keeping in mind the multi-use
nature of its mission.19 Forestry management continues to be a balancing act.
Medieval landholders practised the same type of multiple-use forestry management. In
fact, the description of forest uses is almost identical: timber, range, and recreation top
the list. In a charter dated 1133, the Earl of Leicester gave permission to the monks of St
Mary of Garendon to cut ‘timber from the said woods [of Sheepshead and Dishley] for
their houses, firing, and fencing, provided that they do not waste the woods’.20 In this
charter, the Earl expressed his understanding that the monks of St Mary’s needed wood
for everyday life; however, he did not want the woods overused. King Henry also issued
charters that included a ‘no waste’ clause. For example, in 1122, St Peter’s Hospital at
York was given ‘wood for their houses and buildings and for fuel […] and all easements
in the forests which may be necessary to them, saving waste’.21 By setting these
restrictions, the King made it clear that abuse of the woodland resources would not be
tolerated; yet he recognized the necessity of limited woodcutting. This is not unlike the
active resource management of modern forestry systems, which emphasize use ‘without
impairment of the productivity of the land’.22
How was this resource management mindset put into practice? Anglo-Normans practised
wood conservation in many ways, collecting wood for daily use without clear-cutting.
Wood collection relied on the practices of coppicing and pollarding. Trees could be cut
approximately three feet above ground level to create a sprouting stump (coppicing) or
higher on the trunk so that young sprouts were out of the reach of grazing animals
(pollarding). Coppice stands usually consisted of one species growing from regularly
spaced stumps, with larger ‘standards’ grown for construction timber scattered among
them.23 Coppicing greatly increases the amount of wood produced by the tree.24 Thus a
smaller area of coppiced trees is needed to fulfil demands that will otherwise require
extensive clearing. The practices of coppicing and pollarding also increase the lifespan of
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trees. Trees normally age because they reach a maximum height and branch size, thus
fixing the amount of leaves available to gather nutrients, but continue to grow in
diameter. Eventually the tree cannot supply itself with enough water and nutrients to
maintain the thick trunk, so the branches begin to die. Coppice stools, on the other hand,
are capable of living indefinitely because each time they are cut, the ageing process
restarts.25 By practising coppicing, the need for clear cutting was reduced. This was
active medieval timber management at work.

Figure 1. St. Albans Psalter c.1140 historiated initial KL in October calendar showing a
swineherd knocking down acorns for a pig below. Copyright © Bodleian Library,
University of Oxford, MS. Auct. D. 2. 6, fol. 6r.
The Anglo-Normans harvested the fruits of the forest in multiple ways. Not only did the
forest produce timber and firewood, but it also provided pasture for animals. King Henry
I gave to the abbey of St Martin at Battle in England the ‘feeding in the woods of
“Bocfalde” and “Betlesparrioc” one pig for every three that the King has there’.26 The
King also conferred on St Mary’s in York the king’s forest of Carlisle ‘for their swine’.27
Both the King and the abbey took advantage of the woods for fattening their swine, as
evidenced in these charters. King Henry allowed William Mauduit pasturage for his cattle
in the royal forests in the early 1130s.28 This use of the royal forest as grazing for both
pigs and cattle was a critical component of its value, similar to the value of grazing on
forested lands in the modern era.
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Figure 2. Brookland Lead Font with Calendar Images. Knocking down acorns for a pig is
shown for November in the center panel, lower left. The pig slaughter represents
December in center panel, lower right. Francis Bond, Fonts and Font Covers (London:
Oxford University Press, 1908), p. 80.
Medieval illuminations affirm these pasturage practices. Contemporary calendars depict
the practice of allowing pigs to gorge on acorns in the fall months to fatten up before the
winter slaughter. In the Anglo-Norman period, a calendar created c. 1140 at St Albans
monastery depicts a swine-herder knocking down acorns from an oak tree for his pig on
the October page, followed by the slaughtering of the pig in November with a hatchet
(Figure 1).29 The Hunterian Psalter, illuminated in Lincoln or York in the twelfth century,
shows a swineherd in a slate-coloured cloak knocking down acorns with a forked stick
for three brown pigs.30 A similar calendar illuminated in Normandy c. 1180 vividly
depicts a swineherd knocking down acorns with a hooked staff for his four pigs as the
November image, and killing and roasting the pig for December.31 Other forms of art also
included images of this forestry practice. A late twelfth-century Norman lead font in St
Augustine’s Church at Brookland, Kent, illustrates a swineherd beating oaks and a pig
feeding on the fallen acorns below in November, and killing the fattened pig in December
(Figure 2). A very similar lead font is located at Saint-Evroult-de-Montfort in Orne.
George Zarnecki has argued that both fonts have a Continental Norman origin, based on
the similarities between the images portrayed in northern French calendar cycles and the
Orne and Brookland fonts.32 Although both fonts may have been constructed in
Normandy, the imagery series is also strikingly similar to English illuminated calendars,
particularly the Hunterian Psalter, which ties the practices to England as well.33 A late
eleventh- or early twelfth-century stone baptismal font at Burnham Deepdale shows the
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killing of a hog in November rather than in December.34 These Occupations of the
Months became common in later fourteenth-century manuscripts such as The Hours of
Jeanne d’Evreux, in which a swineherd knocks down acorns to feed his pigs, and Jean de
Berry’s Petites Heures, in which pigs forage in October and are slaughtered in
December.35 Because of the necessity of providing food in the winter, the December pig
slaughter was common practice, making it only reasonable that Anglo-Normans would
take advantage of the extra protein found in acorns to increase the yield of a primary
source of meat. This practice is witnessed in both legal documents and visual ones.
While royal forests yielded pasture and timber, they also served as hunting reserves, the
traditional designation of the forest.36 This tradition in England dated back at least to
Saxon days when the right of the chase was reserved for the king in areas close to royal
residences.37 Typical ‘beasts of the chase’ reserved for the king within hunting grounds
were red deer, fallow deer, roe deer, and wild boar.38 These rights were enumerated in
two Anglo-Norman charters. In Normandy, King William I retained the right to red deer,
roe deer and boar within the woods he gave to the Caen abbey of Saint-Etienne.39 In
England, the abbot and monks of St Mary’s of York had dominion throughout the forest,
except that they were required to preserve the hart, hind, boar and hawk for King Henry’s
use alone.40 The designation of land as forest led the Anglo Saxon Chronicler to point out
the love that William the Conqueror had for the hunt in an epitaph for the King:
He made great protection for the game
And imposed laws for the same,
That who so slew hart or hind
Should be made blind.
He preserved the harts and boars
And loved the stags as much
As if he were their father.
Moreover, for the hares did he decree that they should go free.
Powerful men complained of it and poor men lamented it,
But so fierce was he that he cared not for the rancour of them all,
But they had to follow out the king’s will entirely
If they wished to live or hold their land,
Property or estate, or his favour great.41
This passage must, however, be read in a political context, since religious houses relied
on forestry rights for survival and those rights were often challenged. The entertainment
value of the forest was an important part of forestry management, but this was integrated
into holistic management practices.
Because of the value of multiple forestry resources, conflicts occurred. Count William of
Evreux and the abbey of Saint-Wandrille clashed over the number of pigs that the abbey
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should be allowed to feed in the Count’s forests of Caudebec and Gauville. The monks
claimed the right to send all of their pigs into the forests, but the Count wanted to allow
only the ‘customary’ two herds. The parties reached a settlement permitting the monks to
send four herds into the forests. The monks’ pigs, however, were not allowed into the
Count’s fenced enclosure (park) unless the Count’s herds were sent there. In addition, the
monks were allowed to graze other animals in the forest.42 The environmental
implications of this case are apparent. First, if too many pigs rooted in the forest, they
could damage the forest ecosystem; therefore the Count voiced his desire to limit the
number of pigs. Second, the use of the forest for fodder had to be balanced with hunting.
Count William had created a fenced-off enclosure, perhaps a designated area for deer
hunting. In this protected area, the vegetation could grow higher than in the surrounding
wood-pasture areas to provide adequate shelter and fodder for the deer. Swine could feed
within the enclosure, but the Count wished to limit this practice to avoid damage to the
deer habitat. The parties involved understood the environmental implications of their
practices. Conflict resolution was a required part of active forest management in these
early days of the forest. This is in many ways similar to the multiple-use strategies
employed by modern forestry commissions.
As a result of these numerous demands on the woods and the competing needs of the
lords, monks, and peasants, foresters managed the claims on forest resources. The royal
forestry system implemented by the Anglo-Norman kings required a management
structure to make it work. Yet the employment of foresters had existed in England prior
to the Conquest. Domesday Book includes several foresters who were named as holding
lands in the time of King Edward: Leofwine the Forester held a virgate of land in
Neatham,43 Bondi the Forester held a woodland in Bampton,44 and an unnamed forester
held three virgates of land with woodland in Surrey.45 These servants enforced the AngloSaxon laws protecting the woodland, such as The Laws of Ine, issued in seventh-century
Wessex, which included fines for destruction of a tree by fire (sixty shillings) and felling
(thirty shillings).46 The fine for cutting down a tree increased to sixty shillings if the tree
‘can shelter 30 swine’.47 The Laws of Ine also included a provision to fine a pig owner if
his pigs were discovered in another’s oak or beech woods. For the first infraction, the fine
was one shilling, for the second, two, and so on up to six shillings.48 In the law code of
King Alfred, dated to the late ninth century, the act of burning or felling trees carried a
fine per tree based on size, five shillings for a big tree and five pence for a small one, plus
a set thirty-shilling fine.49 The Danish King Canute supposedly issued a law code specific
to the forests, Constitutes de Foresta. The authenticity of the law code has been doubted,
but it may show the general drift of Anglo-Danish forest law, even though a Norman
scribe altered it to agree with post-conquest practices.50 Capitulary 28 states that no one
may touch the wood or underwood without permission of the minister of the forest,
otherwise he is considered to have violated the laws of royal chase.51 This ‘minister of the
forest’ became the Anglo-Norman forester.
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The Normans continued, and increased, the foresters’ role. The laws recorded during the
reign of Henry I in Leges Henrici Primi specified offences for the cutting of wood both
inside and outside the King’s park or forest. Within the King’s park or forest, the fine was
twenty mancuses, whereas cutting other wood was fined at five.52 The laws also specified
that a man must be seized in the act of cutting to be charged with the offence.53
Additionally, Domesday Book recorded a customary law in the Kent folios that ‘if anyone
… has felled into the road a tree that stood outside the road and has carried off branch or
foliage from it, for each of these offences he shall pay 100 s. to the King’.54 The men who
served as foresters, as well as those designated as hunters and hawkers, helped enforce
these restrictions.
The king was not alone in employing foresters. Local lords and abbeys also retained
forest ministers to manage their own woodland holdings. Domesday Book records that
great landholders like Earl Hugh of Chester established their own ‘forests’ and parks,55
and some set up foresters to manage them. For example, Edward of Salisbury held a
forty-acre meadow, woodland at fifty pigs and a forester valued at ten shillings in
Elmbridge Hundred56 and the Earl of Hereford, William FitzOsbern, ‘put 2 foresters, one
from Hanley [Castle], the other from Bushley, outside his manors to guard the
woodlands’.57 Earls Hugh, Roger, and William all had hunters in their personal service as
well.58 Forest-keepers employed by the nobility and by the king served the same basic
functions.
Five responsibilities of forest-keepers are evident in the charters, precepts and
notifications of the Anglo-Norman kings: protection of the game; protection of the trees;
regulation of grazing; distribution of the hunting tithe; and financial accounting for forest
resources.
First, they protected the wild game against offenders and presented violators at the forest
courts.59 By controlling the number of animals hunted through the granting of select
hunting rights, the survival of species was ensured. For example, when King Henry
assigned the abbot of St Mary’s of York keepership of their woods instead of his own
royal foresters, the King specifically required the abbot to preserve the hart, hind, boar,
and hawk within the woods.60 It is probable that the royal or baronial foresters would
normally have performed this service. Henry also had to notify the royal foresters of
Worcestershire that Walter de Beauchamp had permission to hunt wolves in the
Worcestershire royal forest, since the foresters presumably would not have permitted
such actions without such a writ.61 Thus the forest-keepers ensured the survival of the
species regarded as ‘beasts of the chase’.
Second, foresters offered protection for the trees and underwood. Foresters had to be
consulted to identify appropriate trees for felling. In a Saint-Etienne charter dated c.
1081, Eudo specified that if the monks wished to cut down green wood, they had to seek
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permission from his foresters, who would show them where best to cut. In the event that
the foresters were unhelpful, they could cut the wood where they wished.62 In a similar
charter of the abbey of La Trinité of Fécamp, the abbey granted Gilbert d’Auffay the
right of pasture and firewood in the abbey’s forests, ‘providing that the abbot or the prior,
if the abbot was absent, had been asked in advance and the wood measured by the
abbey’s forester so that the forest should not be too greatly damaged’.63 In a third case,
the abbey of Saint-Wandrille and Count William of Evreux reached an agreement in 1074
that the monks had the right to ask the Count’s foresters for wood in the forests for
heating and building at the monastery and seven associated manors. If the foresters
refused to co-operate, the monks could take the necessary wood freely.64 In these three
cases, it is clear that the intention behind involving foresters was to regulate which trees
would be cut down so that larger trees than actually needed would not be felled. This
preserved the integrity of the woodlands and helped to conserve the larger timber.
Although there is no extant English charter specifying this forestry role, as mentioned
earlier, Canute’s Constitutes de Foresta included a capitulary restricting the cutting of
wood without permission of the forest minister; therefore, it is likely that such practices
were customary in Norman England as well as Normandy. Thus the Anglo-Normans
restricted indiscriminate tree cutting.
Third, just as they enforced restrictions on cutting wood, foresters and other local
officials enforced restrictions on the location and number of livestock grazing in the
woodlands. Swine had to be particularly closely controlled. Because of the limited
amount of acorns and beechnuts produced each year, allowing pigs to feed in the woods
uncontrolled could cause forest damage when the pigs turned to rooting after exhausting
the fallen acorn supply. King Henry issued several notices permitting swine to feed in the
woods and addressed these to his forest ministers. His 1106 charter allowing free pasture
for the swine of St Mary of Bec in his forest of Aliermont was addressed to ‘his officers
of the comté and the forests of Arques and Aliermont’,65 and he notified his foresters that
the brethren of St Peter’s Hospital in York were given wood and grazing rights
throughout the Yorkshire royal forest.66 These types of notification would have been
required by the forest guardians to permit such grazing.
Fourth, foresters, hunters, and hawkers were responsible for distributing the tithe of
hunting to the appropriate religious houses. King Henry notified his foresters, hunters,
and bowmen beyond the Severn and in Dean that the tithes of hunting in that region
belonged to St Peter’s of Gloucester.67 Henry also notified Croc the huntsman and all of
his servants of the forest of Windsor that he granted the entire tithe of venison taken in
the forest of Windsor to St Mary of Abingdon.68 Conflicts sometimes arose between the
religious houses and the king’s huntsmen, as in the case of Abbot Roger of Fécamp, who
issued an order to recover the tithes of venison from the forest of Fécamp that King
Henry’s huntsmen had unjustly withheld.69 Thus the ministers of the forest regulated the
fruits of hunting.
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Finally, foresters and hunters were fiscally responsible for the woodland resources. In a
precept of King Henry, the role of foresters as financial record-keepers is explicit: ‘The
foresters [of William de Brix] are to be quit in the king’s pleas for so many trees as the
monks [of Montebourg] acknowledge in their tallies’.70 The Pipe Roll of Henry I
enumerated the violations and fines assessed by these ministers of the forest. Forest
clearances, or assarts, are listed in detail, such as Geoffrey de Maisi owing twenty marks
for his house and assart in Surrey.71 Hunting offences are also recorded, such as Suen, the
archer, who owed twenty marks for a forest violation.72 In this way the forest ministers
assumed a fiscal and bureaucratic role.
Some of the documents specifically addressed the royal foresters’ interaction with the
monasteries that had been granted access to woods. The Anglo-Norman kings often
ordered their foresters not to interfere with these monasteries. For example, William
Rufus issued a precept to his foresters that none of them should meddle with the wood of
Aldwin, abbot of Ramsey.73 In 1094, William Rufus notified Croc the huntsman and
Ared the falconer that none of the King’s foresters were to interfere with Abbot Godfrey
of Malmesbury’s own woods.74 In addition, Croc was required to quitclaim the Abbot and
his men of a plea of sixty shillings, which he had against them, presumably a fee for
hunting or gathering wood without authorization in the forest.75 In one example of many,
King Henry granted to William, Abbot of Chertsey, and his successors, the right to take
‘from their own wood all that is necessary for their own use, without leave of the royal
foresters or hindrance from them’.76 Even the nobility spoke out against meddling
foresters. Roger, Bishop of Salisbury, issued an order to the king’s foresters of Yorkshire
to allow the men of the Archbishop of York to take all necessary items from the woods,
including those woods ‘which the king has included in his forest’.77 These examples
show the far-reaching nature of the forester’s role and that they even acted outside of
their legal bounds.
Foresters, hunters, and hawkers paid for the right to administer the forests and hold land
because of the financial rewards and status of such a position. The Pipe Roll entries list
fees paid for these official positions, such as Henry Esturmit, who paid over twenty-five
pounds for the office in the forest of Marlborough, and Henry, son of Herbert, the
forester, who owed half a mark of gold for the land and office of his father.78 The
Domesday entries list several foresters by name, hinting at the important role they
served.79 Richard the forester was the wealthiest landholder designated as a forester in
Domesday. He held eighteen hides in both Warwickshire and Staffordshire, worth over
200 shillings.80 Most of his holdings included wooded land, as well as arable property.
Hunters and hawkers were also well landed and respected. Domesday Book records the
holdings of numerous hunters.81 William de Pont de l’Arche, the royal chamberlain, paid
a huge sum (100 pounds and three marks of gold) for custody of the land of Ulric the
hunter, which hints at the vastness of Ulric’s holdings.82 More importantly, both Ared the
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falconer and Croc the huntsman were addressees and signatories of Henry’s charters. All
of this evidence re-affirms the important role that forest ministers served in the AngloNorman state.
In the age of silvo-pastoral economy, woodlands played a central role in medieval
society. Because of the value of woodland products, holders of the resources of wood,
fodder, and game managed and consciously distributed them to individuals and religious
institutions. Medieval Anglo-Normans treated their natural resources as commodities, and
managed them accordingly in order to conserve resources and avoid exhaustion. The
forest had significant financial value. Its product management followed the same line of
thinking as the modern forestry notion that they are ‘utilized in the combination that will
best meet the needs of the … people’.83
Both the king and the nobles employed foresters, hunters, and hawkers to control access
to woodland resources and manage distribution of these resources to competing groups.
Through their five responsibilities, protection of the game, protection of the trees,
regulation of grazing, distribution of the hunting tithe, and financial accounting for forest
resources, these ministers of the forest contributed a significant service in resource
management for their Anglo-Norman lords.
Forests were multiple-use legal entities, which had value not only as noble hunting
grounds but also as sources of timber and pastureland. They were actively managed units
that required the co-operation of foresters, landowners, and end users. These management
practices were not very different from our modern, scientific forestry. We must avoid
falling into the trap of characterizing medieval Anglo-Norman woodland management
practices as only exploitive. In reality, the Anglo-Norman forests were consciously
managed to maximize the benefits of multiple land uses.
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